Abstract-Knowing the typical duration of events (for example, hurricanes last hour or days but not seconds or years) supports a variety of tasks in automated machine reading. Recently, methods to learn these durations for a limited class have been reported. However, events are associated with several other typical times, such as initiation points and preparation intervals. In this paper we define six temporally related aspects of events. We describe an automated method to learn events from the web and patterns that signal the typical temporal characteristics of the events. Finally, we show which patterns tend to signal which aspects. This diversity of event types, temporal aspects, and time characteristics has never yet been reported.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PAST WORK
One of the fundamental characteristics of events and states is their ability to take temporal arguments, such as times of occurrence and durations. This information is crucial for accurate understanding of stories, which requires identification, ordering, and coreference of events and states. Robust automated multi-sentence text understanding (deep reading) is impossible without this ability.
The logical and linguistic foundations of temporal information are well understood. For example, [1] was among the first to provide a cognitive-linguistic account of the principal groupings of events and states. The temporal relation calculus of [2] is justly renowned and used. [3] , [4] describe the philosophical underpinnings, while [5] , [6] define and work on the logical representations. Over the years very helpful analysis of time, with accompanying annotated corpus TIME-ML [7] , [8] have been developed and provided to the research community.
None of this work, however, provides a list of the typical temporal values for each event type. And for automated language processing, this information is crucial. In real text, the temporal information about instances of events or states is often not stated explicitly. It is assumed that the reader will know that a robbery takes minutes, not years, but that its preparation may take months, or that a hurricane lasts for hours or perhaps days, but not seconds or years. Little work has been done on determining the typical durations of event and state types. [9] created a list of typical durations for a small set of verbs denoting events. But given the large variety of different events and states, and the numerous verbs that indicate them, completing this list for all events and states is a daunting prospect. Surprisingly, there has been almost no work on the automated learning of such temporal information. The exception is [10] , who describe a method for learning default durations of events using three manually defined text harvesting patterns.
All previous work discusses the typical duration of events. But in the real world, events are not associated with duration only. Typically, many events have a preparation stage that takes a characteristic length of time; some events are performed intermittently for a certain typical period; and some events occur during others by necessity. Some of these characteristics are studied under the rubric of linguistic Aspect; others are the interest of nave physics and cognitive models. But all of them can be useful for tasks in Information Extraction, Textual Entailment, and Machine Reading. While TIME-ML provides a great deal of useful information, there has been no investigation to date of which temporal aspects of events and states are readily available on the web for automated harvesting.
In this paper we show empirically that an automated procedure designed to acquire the temporal characteristics of events and states can learn, for a given event or state, not one but several different associated times, and that these times correspond to a set of regular (and useful) different temporal aspects, including duration, preparation, and so on. In Section II we define the most prominent aspects and provide in Section III a method to determine the relevant time aspects for any event, using appropriate recognition patterns. Section IV describes the data we use. In Section V we measure the general performance accuracy of the various patterns, and show the time-scale variances of the various aspect values for events.
II. DEFINITION OF ASPECTS
Several previous projects have manually defined extraction patterns that identify temporal information associated with events in text. These patterns generally identify event durations [10] . In the next section we introduce an automated pattern learning procedure that generates a wider-ranging set of patterns that can discover temporal information for other aspects as well. We have identified widely different time-scales associated with the events and grouped them into sets such that each set expresses a different temporal aspect of the event. We identify the following temporal aspects.
Duration (D): The temporal expression t specifies the length of time that e occurs. This is the most common aspect. It is frequently expressed by "e for t", as in "she ran for three hours". It makes no commitment whether the event occurs continuously or intermittently (see under I below).
Time-at (T): The timepoint or frequency t at which event e occurs, or starts occurring. It is frequently expressed by "e at t", as in "he made tea at 3 o' clock, or by "e is every t", as in "the dance is every two months".
Interval before or after (BA): The temporal expression t specifies the duration of the preparatory stage leading up to the event e or of the subsequent stage following it. It is expressed using phrases such as "e starts in t", "it is t until e", and "t since e".
Inclusion during (I):
The event e occurs during the period defined by the temporal expression t. (That is, the start of e occurs not earlier than the start of t and the end of e not later than the end of t. If t is an unanchored temporal extent then the temporal extent of e is strictly less than t.)
We identify three subtypes of I, corresponding to linguistic Aspect:
• Intermittent occurrence included (II): e occurs repeatedly during t. There are some moments during t that e does not occur, and others that it does.
• Continuous occurrence included (CI): e occurs without interruption during t. There are no moments during t that e does not occur.
• Negated occurred included (NI): event e does not occur at or during the time t specified. Speed (S): The expression t expresses the speed or rate at which the event e, or a part of it, occurs. This is frequently expressed as in "the shutter clicked at 30 frames a second".
Age (A): The expression t specifies the length of time since event e first occurred; that is, it provides the age of event e (if e is an often-repeated event), or the starting point of the appearance of e. Examples are "e is t old" or "the first e was t ago". When focusing on one or more specific instances e during the time period then the preferable reading is aspect I above.
III. METHOD DESCRIPTION
In this section we describe a semi-supervised procedure for automatically harvesting states and events from the Web as well as a pattern learning procedure that harvests patterns associated with the different temporal aspects of the events.
A. Learning States and Events from the Web
Our approach for learning states and events is inspired by Hearst's observations that sentences contain clues as to their meanings and these can be captured using lexico-syntactic patterns [11] . Among the most successful and widely used pattern based knowledge harvesting approaches are [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] .
While we could have used any of these approaches for our experiments, we choose the approach of Kozareva et al. since it (1) is minimally supervised requiring as input only one seed example and a pattern; (2) has a built-in bootstrapping procedure that retrieves larger quantities of terms; (3) has been shown to achieve higher accuracy than the methods described in [12] , [13] .
The algorithm is pretty straightforward to implement. It uses the so called doubly anchored lexico-syntactic pattern (DAP) of the form:
"semantic-class such as seed and *"
where semantic-class is the class we want to learn, seed is the input example with which the algorithm initiates the harvesting procedure and * corresponds to the position on which the new terms are extracted.
The algorithm has a bootstrapping mechanism that takes the terms learned on the * position and (if not yet explored) places them on the position of the seed for a new round of learning. In this manner new lexico-synatctic patterns are automatically created and used to extract terms. The algorithm is implemented as a breadth-first search which can run for a certain number of iterations or until no new terms are discovered (complete exhaustion). The output of the algorithm is a set of terms related to the semantic-class. We denote this set as E.
To assign confidence to each extracted term, Kozareva et al. 1 represent the harvested terms as a directed graph where the nodes correspond to the extracted terms and the edges show for each term v which term u generated it. To rank the terms they use
where u is the current term for ranking, ∀(u,v)∈E (u, v) is the sum of all outgoing links from term u and |V | is the number of all unique terms extracted during the bootstrapping process. This measure captures how often a term is seen in the seed position of the DAP pattern. Intuitively, the more often the term is seen, the more likely it is to be of the semantic class.
B. Learning Patterns between Events and Temporal Units
Next, given an event e i ∈ E our objective is to learn all temporal aspects and their distributions. For example, a war can last for months, years or centuries, but it is less likely to last for seconds or minutes.
For the purpose we use ten temporal units (tu) some of which were previously used by Pan and Jurafsky (seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years, decades) and two additional ones (centuries and eras). Unlike [10] who relied on only three manually defined patterns to learn the temporal aspect duration, we employ an automated pattern harvesting procedure which allows us to capture all temporal aspects and distributions associated with the event.
To harvest the patterns characterizing the temporal aspects, we use the automatically harvested events from the previous step and the ten different temporal units. We build Web queries of the form: "e i * tu j " "e i that * tu j " where e i is the event of interest, tu j is a temporal unit and * corresponds to the position on which the terms located between e i and tu j will be extracted.
We submit the queries as exact phrases. We keep all snippets for the returned results and filter out those that do not contain the event and the temporal unit terms. For example, for the event concert and the temporal unit hours the submitted queries are "concert * hours" and "concert that * hours". One of the retrieved sentences is "We only want to participate in a concert that takes 2 hours." from which we extract the pattern "takes". The pattern acquisition process is done for the rest of the retrieved snippets and queries. The output of the algorithm is quadruples of the form event, temporal unit, pattern and frequency of the extraction.
In addition to the Web patterns which are composed of consecutive words between the event and temporal terms, we also use TextRunner [16] which generates more loose patterns. TextRunner is a large database containing background knowledge about pre-existing relations of the form NOUN-VERB-NOUN. This information was obtained by parsing all sentences in large document collection and collecting the subject, object and predicate of the sentences. For our task, we query TextRunner with the event term as arg 1 , the temporal unit as arg 2 and collect all predicates (verb phrases) matching the query. For example, the retrieved patterns from TextRunner for "storm" and "hours" include: "lasted", "lasted about", "raged for", "continued for", "hit during" among others. The output of this step is the same as the Web pattern extraction one.
IV. DATA COLLECTION

A. Event Data
For our experiments we used the bootstrapping procedure described above. We instantiated it with the semantic class events and the seed term earthquakes. Each pattern was submitted to Yahoo!Boss as a Web query. The top 1000 snippets related to the query were retrieved and part-of-speech tagged with TreeTagger [17] . The algorithm ran until exhaustion for 14 iterations and extracted 16347 unique event terms, 12135 of which were seen more than once in the extraction pattern. We reranked the harvested information with outDegree and selected the top 1000 results for manual annotation. We found that 98% of the terms were related to events, the majority of which correspond to social events like birthdays, anniversaries, concerts, disaster events like hurricanes, tornadoes, health events like heart attacks, strokes among others. 
B. Pattern Extraction Data
To harvest the patterns from the Web, we used the top 1000 event terms from the previous step. For each event and the different temporal units, we built the Web queries described in the previous section and submitted them to Yahoo!Boss. For each query we retrieved a maximum of 1000 sentences. Similarly we used the events and the temporal units to form the TextRunner queries and retrieved the predicates. In total the algorithm learned 1187683 patterns, 220315 of which were unique.
Of course, the different events have their individual distribution of patterns. In Table I we show the top 10 learned patterns (if present) for the events concert, dance, flood and storm.
V. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
Overall, the pattern harvesting step generates a rich set of patterns associated with the events and the temporal units. We have randomly selected six events and shown in Figure  1 their pattern-specific distribution of counts over the various temporal units. On the x-axis we show the number of patterns learned for each temporal unit. As can be seen, the most frequent temporal values for concert, stroke, and concert is years, which we know to be their individual build-up / preparation times and not their durations. It is somewhat surprising that the patterns harvested from open text for all time units reflect far more attention to the Before-After aspect (BA) of events than the Duration aspect (D), contrary to most researchers' intuitions and prior work.
These graphs show the importance of differentiating the aspects when one is harvesting times for individual events and states.
In order to determine whether and how one can differentiate the various aspects, and to verify our results, we have performed a small amount of manual annotation. To each learned pattern and each time-scale it harvested, we manually assigned one of the aspects defined in Section II, namely D, T, BA, I, S, and A, or when unsure used the class Other. The results were very informative.
As shown in Table III , some patterns reliably return only a single aspect, and can be used as the primary guides for their aspect during harvesting. For example, the patterns "X lasted Y" and "X lasted for Y" occur for all events, but only within the Duration column. They therefore reliably deliver the Duration aspect, and (we surmise) for other events and states as well. Similarly, "seen in", "has occurred in", "comes in" and other patterns including the preposition "in" pretty reliably indicate the Inclusion aspect (I). The Time-At aspect (T) seems to be preferred by patterns including the preposition "at", and the Speed aspect (S) and Age aspect (A) have characteristic patterns not shared by the others.
It may therefore be sufficient, when harvesting the temporal characteristics for a new event or state, simply to start with four or five of the most reliable patterns for each aspect. If they all yield the same time scale then one can safely conclude that this is the time scale appropriate for that aspect. If however they differ, further harvesting (first of more patterns, and then of more temporal values) is in order. Additional manual annotation is required to test the accuracy of this hypothesis.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper describes six temporal aspects very frequently associated with events and states, and provides a minimaleffort multi-stage automated procedure for harvesting this sort of information from the web. It illustrates the typical characteristics of a few dozen event types, together with the patterns that best harvest this information. This is the first time that these aspects are identified with patterns that can be used to learn their information.
What remains to be done is an actual compilation of the temporal aspects of the most common 5000 or so verbs, for general distribution. We hope that readers are inspired to create and make available such lists.
